Essential for our understanding of cellular responses to biochemical heterogeneities in their microenvironment is our ability to consistently replicate and systematically alter chemical concentrations around cells in vitro. While microfluidic devices have shown unmatched capability in generating linear stable chemical gradients, no systematic method exists today for replicating more complex gradients. Here we demonstrate a universal approach for generating stable gradients of any profile, starting from only two input concentrations, by the use of mathematical theory and microfluidic principles.
Precise complex gradients are directly relevant for bacteria and eukaryotic cell adaptation and migration. Spatial chemical gradients are also important for immune cells migrating against intruders 1, 2 , axons regenerating towards their connection target 3 , and embryonic cells differentiating in response to morphogens 4 .
We restrict the diffusion between two parallel streams of distinct concentrations flowing at low Reynolds number (laminar flow) by using a series of dividers in the longitudinal direction of the channel. At steady state, the target concentration profile is generated at the outlet, in direction transversal to the channel, by the parallel flow of several sub-streams ( Figure 1 ).
The underlying working principle is the complete mixing of controlled fractions of adjacent
) is generated by the mixing of precise fractions from streams of concentrations C n-1,m-1 and C n-1,m . In order for such mixing to occur regularly at any positions across one level, a set of constrains for the position of dividers at two consecutive levels has to be considered:
Using mass conservation equations:
we demonstrate that for any given set of C n,i and u n,i , there exists at least one set of C n-1,i and In conclusion, a systematic approach for designer gradients at microscale is presented. A mathematical apparatus was developed consisting of two parts, one for demonstrating the universal applicability of our approach and one for extracting the design details starting from any chosen output. 
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if and only if the following inequality holds:
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It can be seen immediately that the argument is reversible, therefore we obtain the equivalence stated in proposition 1. The restrictions we apply on the order of these concentrations do not affect the universality of the approach, because any continuous function can be decomposed into simpler functions on intervals. Several streams of different concentration profiles can then be combined to reproduce a more complex function The restrictions for particular α values are dictated mainly by practical considerations, like the minimal distance between dividers that can still be resolved by the microfabrication techniques.
Proposition 3.
The minimum number of sub-streams with concentrations C N,,i which would reconstitute the target concentration profile with necessary precision ε can also be calculated Proof : Due to the fact that the domain of the function f is the compact interval [C 00 ,C 01 ], ƒ is more than continuous, namely uniform continuous. Thus, for any ε we could find a particular N such that for any
. In other words, for a particular desired precision ε of the approximation of a concentration profile, we can determine the minimum number of microfluidic streams necessary to reconstitute that concentration profile. In practice narrower streams are used in the regions of higher gradient steepness. The experimental results usually show better precision than predictions as a result of gradient smoothing by diffusion after the last set of dividers. 
